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ABSTRACT

This paper reports an attempt to determine the segmentation of
glides using existing knowledge about tonal alignment as
reference. It is found that the likely onset of a glide is much
earlier than what is acoustically the most obvious, i.e., the point
where the formants reach their extremes. It is further found that
there is indication that the point of formant extremes may in
fact be the point of glide release.

1. THE PROBLEM

If we set aside the issue of overlapping gestures [2, 4],
determining segmental boundaries can be quite straightforward
in some cases, at least for practical purposes. In a sequence of
two CV syllables such as /mama/, the boundary between the
two syllables can be said to be at the onset of the second /m/.
We may refer to this kind of boundary as the "de facto" syllable
boundary as well as the "de facto" segmental boundary. In some
other cases, however, the exact locations of even such de facto
boundaries are not that clear. One of such cases is when the
initial consonant is a glide such as /j/ or /w/. Because there is
usually no abrupt shift of the formants, it is hard to determine
where the glide, and for that matter, the syllable, begins. As can
be seen in the Mandarin word "ba!ya!" [to pull a tooth] (where
"  ! " denotes the Rising tone) in Figure 1, for example, between
two regions of steady-state formants corresponding to the first
and second [a], all three formants glide quickly but
continuously into and out of a set of extreme values appropriate
for [i].

Figure 1. Spectrogram of the Mandarin word “ba!ya!”
[paja].

Two questions need to be answered when it comes to the
segmentation of glides like the one in Figure 1. First, where is
the syllable boundary? Second, what is the interval for the
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 or is there any? Some may argue that, since there is
itous gestural overlap in speech production, it is simply
 to try to look for clear-cut boundaries for any phonetic
 not to mention those as difficult as glides. However,
has been recent evidence that syllable boundaries, at least
 it is relatively easy to determine, often function in
ction as alignment points for prosodic units such as tone
ccent [1, 3, 7, 8 9]. This may highlight the importance of
nizing syllable boundaries even if they involve glides.
ermore, in areas of speech technologies such as synthesis
cognition, the issue of segmentation is often unavoidable.

lides, however, due to lack of empirical data, one can only
ith the most obvious acoustic cues such as formant
es or intensity minima.

o far, we have found only one published paper (by
son and Lehiste in 1960 [5]) that provides clear
iption about how to segment glides from adjacent vowels.
easure the duration of the syllable nuclei, they needed to
de the duration of initial consonants including [j] and [w].
claimed that they were able to find regions of relatively

y state for the glides. And they treated certain points
e formants values start to change as the boundaries
en glides and vowels. As is now well known, however,
 produced in context seldom show apparent steady states,
 be seen in Figure 1.
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igure 2. F0 tracings of the Mandarin sentence
ma@omi # na! ma#da@o” [Cat-rice takes the sable]. The
ur curves differ from each other in terms of focus
cations, as indicated by the labels. The vertical

ashed lines indicate boundaries of consonant and
wel segments. H, L and R represent the High, Low

nd Rising tones, respectively.

umber of recent studies of Mandarin tones, it is found that
n F0 contours are consistently aligned with certain part of
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the syllable [7, 8, 9]. For example, in the syllable sequence "na!
ma#", where "  ! " and  "   # " denote the Rising and Low tones,
an F0 peak was found to usually occur inside the nasal murmur
of the initial /m/ of the second syllable. Since it has been found
to be rather stable, maybe this alignment pattern can be used to
determine the de facto boundaries of syllables with initial
glides. For example, in the sequence "na! ya#", the F0 peak
should also occur within the glide [j] of the second syllable.
The de facto syllable boundary should then be located
somewhere before the F0 peak. An experiment was therefore
designed to determine the de facto boundaries in syllables with
initial glides using the F0 alignment patterns in syllables with
initial nasals as reference.

2. METHOD

2.1. Material

Eight word pairs were used as testing material, as shown in
Table 1.

Table 1. Word pairs used in the experiment. Most of
them are nonsense words, although the morphemic
meanings of the characters are provided. The tone
marks “  @  !   #  ~” denote the H (High), R (Rising), L
(Low) and F (Falling) tones, respectively.

Pair
Chinese
character

Direct English
translation Pinyin

IPA w/o
tone

Tone
sequence

1 �� white hemp ba!i ma! paI ma RR
�� white child ba!i wa! paI wa RR

2 �� white horse ba!i ma# paI ma RL
�� white roof-tile ba!i wa# paI wa RL

3 �� thin ox ba!o ni !u pAU niou RR
�� thin oil ba!o yo!u pAU jiou RR

4 �� thin button ba!o ni #u pAU niou RL
�	 cold friend ba!o yo#u pAU jiou RL

5 
� fail scold ba~i ma~ paI ma FF

� defeated socks ba~i wa~ paI wa FF

6 � worship mother ba~i ma@ paI ma FH
� worship frog ba~i wa@ paI wa FH

7 �� hold stubborn ba~o ni ~u pAU niou FF
�� hold baby ba~o yo~u pAU jiou FF

8 �� hold girl ba~o ni @u pAU niou FH
�� report worries ba~o yo@u pAU jiou FH

These disyllabic sequences share the following characteristics:

1. In the first of each pair, the second syllable starts with a
nasal, while in the second of each pair, the second syllable
starts with a glide. The glide and nasal in each pair share
similar places of articulation: [m]:[w], and [n]:[j].

2. The tone of the first syllable is a dynamic one: either R or F.
3. The starting pitch of the second syllable has the opposite

value as the ending pitch of the previous syllable: R
followed by L or R, and F followed by F or H. This is to
guarantee that F0 makes a sharp turn near the syllable
boundary [7, 8, 9].
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Subject

males and two females who were native speakers of
arin served as subjects. Their age ranged from 25 to 46,
one of them reported having any speech disorders.

Recording

rding was done in a sound-treated booth in the Speech
stics Laboratory in the Department of Communication
ces and Disorders, Northwestern University. A program
ritten in JavaScript to control the flow of the recording.
ubject was seated comfortably in front of a computer

tor in the booth. The microphone was a head-worn type
as placed approximately one inch away from the left side
ject's mouth.

he subject read aloud the word displayed on the computer
n. In half of the trials, the words were said in isolation
 in the other half they were said with a carrier sentence.
cts were instructed to say the target sentence at a normal
The sentences were presented in random order, and a
ent order was used for each subject.

igure 3. Illustration of markers placed in each word
op: ba!o ni#u; bottom: ba!o yo#u). The dotted lines are
0 tracings generated by Praat. The exact locations of f,
, and x are determined by a computer program



Twelve repetitions of each word were recorded, half with
carriers and half without carriers. The first and seventh
repetitions were treated as practice trials and were later
excluded from the analysis. The utterances were digitized
directly into the computer at a sampling rate of 44.5 KHz, but
was later down-sampled to 22.05 KHz. The individual trials
were then extracted and saved as separate files for later
analysis.
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Figure 4. tracings of F0 and the first three formants for
the words “ba!o ni !u” (top) and “ba!o yo!u.” (bottom)
produced by a female subject. The F0 values are
rescaled for clarity of display.

2.4. Measurements

F0 and formant analyses were done using a procedure that uses
Praat (www.praat.org) and a custom-written C program. First, a
Praat script was run to perform the following tasks semi-
automatically:

1. Load a sound file into Praat.
2. Generate a spectrogram and display it together with the

waveform and a one-field TextGrid for manually adding
segmental labels. The segmental labels are shown in
Figure 3 and their meanings are explained next.

3. Generate markers for individual vocal cycles using the "To
PointProcess (periodic)" command and display the markers
together with the waveform, which were then manually
edited for missing cycles and double markings.

4. Convert the vocal-cycle markers to F0 values and save
them into a file.

5. Generate an LPC formant track using the "To Formant
(burg)" command and save it into a file.
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 — onset of word (starting at stop release)
 — turning point of F2 near the end of syllable 1
 — onset of nasal murmur in the nasal group
 — F0 turning point near the syllable boundary
 —offset of nasal murmur in the nasal group

 — point of extreme F2 or F3 near the syllable
boundary in the glide group

 — end of word

ese labels, c, n, m and e are manually placed, using both
rogram and waveform as reference. The rest of the
rs are placed by a C program which also computed the
ing measurements.

-to-p — time lapse from f to p
-to-n — time lapse from p to n
-to-m — time lapse from p to m
-to-x — time lapse from p to x

e 4 shows tracings of the first three formants as well as
0 for the words "ba!o ni !u" (top) and "ba!o yo!u" (bottom)
ced by a female subject. The F0 values are rescaled for
 of display.

Analysis and Results

oal of the analysis is to determine the likely location of
 facto syllable boundaries in the glide group using the F0

g point as well as the nasal group as reference. Figure 5 is
mary plot of the mean values of the measurements,
ing f-to-p, p-to-n, p-to-m and p-to-x. In the figure, the F0

g point (p) is plotted at time 0 and other measurements
lotted relative to it. Plotted this way, the time relation
g the measurements provides critical information for
ining the de facto syllable boundaries of the glide group.
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igure 5. Mean values of f-to-p, p-to-n, p-to-m and p-
-x, averaged across all four subjects. The F0 turning

oint (p) is plotted at time 0, which serves as the
ference point for all other values.

 as shown on the upper bar in Figure 5, the mean value of
n is negative. This indicates that, on average, the F0

g point occurred after the onset of nasal murmur in the
 group. This agrees with the previous reports about

ent of the dynamic tones in Mandarin [7, 8, 9]. The
 of p-to-n did vary with the tone of the first syllable,
ver. It is greater for the F tone than for the R tone (3.6 vs.
 ms). A repeated-measure ANOVA finds this difference
nally significant (F(1,3) = 18.6, p = 0.023). This indicates



that the turning point occurred earlier in the F tone than in the
R tone. This also agrees with previous findings that pitch falls
are faster than pitch rises [6,  11].

Second, the values of f-to-p seem similar in the nasal group
and in the glide group. A repeated measure ANOVA with tone
(R/F) and consonant (nasal/glide) as independent variables did
not find significant effect of consonant on f-to-p. The effect of
tone on f-to-p, however, is significant (F(1,3) = 38.8, p < 0.01),
with greater value for R than for F (61 vs. 45 ms). This again
confirms faster pitch falls than pitch rises. The similarity in
f-to-p between the nasal group and the glide group means that
the F0 turning point occurred at about the same time relative to
the start of the formant transition toward the initial consonant
of the following syllable. This suggests that we may use the F0

turning point as a reasonable indicator for the location of the de
facto syllable boundary in the glide group, which is the
equivalent of the onset of the nasal murmur in the nasal group.
With this indicator, we may conclude that, on average, the
onset of the glide also occurs right before the F0 turning point,
just as in the nasal group. To comprehend what exactly this
means, one needs to look again at Figure 4. There we can see
that this inferred syllable boundary is well ahead of x where the
formants have the most extreme values for the glide. As shown
in Figure 5, on average, the onset of the glide should probably
be about 62 ms before x (58 + 4 ms).

Finally, and more interestingly, x in fact appears to be
somewhat comparable to m, i.e., the end of the nasal murmur in
the second syllable, although the former occurs somewhat
earlier than the latter relative to the F0 turning point. A
repeated-measure ANOVA with tone and consonant as
independent variables and p-to-mx (where mx indicate m  or x
depending on the consonant) as dependent variable showed
marginally significant effect of consonant (F(1,3) = 19.1,
p = 0.022). This difference, however, does not seem to offset
the overall similarity between p-to-m and p-to-x. The average
value of p-to-mx is 65 ms, whereas the difference between p-
to-m and p-to-x is 14 ms, which is a ratio of 4.6:1. It is possible
that the 14 ms mostly reflects the difference in the intrinsic
duration of the two consonant groups. This is, of course, hard
to verify without knowing where exactly the onset and offset of
the glides are, which is what the present study is trying to
determine. At any rate, the overall similarity between p-to-m
and p-to-x does seem to be a reasonable indication that the
point at which formant values are the most extreme for the
glide is fairly equivalent to the point of nasal release.

3. DISCUSSION

The present study yields two interesting findings. First, using a
known F0 alignment pattern in words containing initial nasal as
reference, and with direct comparisons with words with initial
nasals, the de facto syllable boundary involving initial glides is
found to be much earlier (about 62 ms on average) than the
point where the formant extremes are for the glides.
quite different from what seems to be the obvious acoustic
boundary, as can be seen in Figures 1 and 3. Second, to make it
even more interesting, comparisons with initial nasals seem to
suggest, though more tentatively, that the point where the
formants approach the most extreme values for the glides may
be in fact equivalent to the point of nasal release. This seems to
indicate that by the time formants have reached their most
extreme values, the implementation of the glide is over, just as
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is released.
hese findings have interesting implications. Taking yet
er look at Figure 4, one may note that the interval
en f and x in a glide is the time during which F2 rises
ually from its lowest value to the highest. Suppose we

he onset of the final formant transitions in a vowel toward
ollowing consonant as the starting point for the
mentation of the consonant. Then, for a glide, its entire
al would consist of a continuous transition toward its
ical form. This observation reminds us of the recent

opment in the understanding of the production of lexical
. That is, the production of the tone has been shown to be
cess of continually approximating its underlying target
n its allocated time. And, this approximation seems to
nate when the tone’s allocated time is over [10, 12].
ld we, then, take the findings of the present study as
nce that this is also the case with the production of glides?
 should we take the onset of the final formant transitions
 preceding syllable, i.e., f in the present study, as the start
 glides? If we do so, how about other segmental sounds?
rently, the results of the present study seem to raise more
ions than answers. Future studies are needed to address
new questions.
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